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Foreword

On 27 February 2012, Clearstream Banking¹ will implement a number of changes for services delivered via CreationConnect. Impacted media channels include Creation via SWIFT, CreationDirect and CreationOnline.

This Release Information presents the details of these changes to enable customers to make any required changes and to take advantage of enhanced products and services.

The respective documentation and guides associated with the impacted products and/or services will be updated for the enhancements in due course.

**Note:** In some cases, this document will not contain the details of enhancements where a separate announcement has been published to address the needs of a particular product or service.

Further information

For further information about our products and services, please visit [www.clearstream.com](http://www.clearstream.com) or contact Clearstream Banking Customer Service or your Relationship Officer.

You will find the relevant contact details at [www.clearstream.com](http://www.clearstream.com), under Customer Support / Contacts.

---

1. Clearstream Banking refers to Clearstream Banking, société anonyme, registered office at 42, avenue John F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, and registered with the Luxembourg Register of Commerce and Companies under number B-9248 (CBL).
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1. Executive summary

Effective Monday, 27 February 2012, as part of Clearstream Banking’s ongoing commitment to the timeliness and quality of our services to customers, CBL will implement quality enhancements requested by our customers.

This document contains key information about the content of the release, which covers the following areas, products and services:

- Global Securities Financing
- Custody
- Cash
- Connectivity
- Issuance and settlement

The services impacted and a summary of the enhancements can be found below.

Global Securities Financing

Equities eligible for lending in CBL

As notified in Announcement A11132 revised 1 February 2012, CBL will include equities as eligible for lending in both the ASL and the ASLplus Programme, leading to enhanced reporting.

ASL and ASLplus reporting will be enhanced so as to support non-fixed income information.

Highlighted below are the main reports that are impacted.

- The Securities Financing Collateral Report (SFCR)
- The Securities Lending and Borrowing Commissions Report (SLBCR)

The enhancements are highlighted in the updated version of the Reporting Guide for ASL and ASLplus that will be made available in due course.

GSF enhancements including CmaX reporting upgrade

As notified in Announcement A11149 revised 25 January 2012, changes will be implemented to Triparty Collateral Management Services (CmaX) leading to enhanced reporting and additional information about transaction details and allocated collateral. In addition, as notified in Announcement A12018 dated 20 January 2012, Clearstream Banking will launch a range of new, flexible services, giving customers the following additional tools to optimise their collateral:

- Floating rate repo;
- Flexible interest payments;
- Own valuation service;
- Enhanced eligibility criteria;
- Auto-substitution for unmatched bridge instructions;
- Joint reporting/empty reporting options.
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Custody

Enhanced proxy voting service

Clearstream Banking will introduce an enhanced level of proxy voting service that will bring a number of additional benefits to our customers throughout the life cycle of a proxy voting event. The enhanced service will cover all of Clearstream’s proxy voting markets and eligible instrument types, including Eurobonds and investment funds.

In order to support transition, if required, we have taken the decision to retain a basic service capability that will benefit from our partnership with ISS and bring some improvements to the notification quality.

Cash

Enhancement to the Automatic Foreign Exchange Service

As notified in Announcement A12022 dated 27 January 2012 Clearstream Banking will enhance the Automatic Foreign Exchange (Automatic FX) Service to provide greater flexibility in automated cash management.

Connectivity

CreationOnline

CreationOnline has been enhanced with new features as follows:

- Link Corporate Actions Notifications and Confirmations to US Tax payments;
- Enriched information in the detailed view of Securities Post Release for settlement instructions withheld due to undistributed issue;
- New feature Export selected items details for Securities and Cash modules;
- Enhanced feature Export selected item details for Custody module;
- Enhanced feature Print selected items details for Securities Allegements;
- Enhanced feature Dashboard - Securities.

Issuance and settlement

The International Securities Market Advisory Group (ISMAG) Adherence to the Market Framework is now visible in Codelist and CreationOnline. Customers will be able to see, at a glance, that the Issuer wishes to improve the quality of their issuance documentation and its linked asset servicing processes.
2. Global Securities Financing

Equities eligible for lending in CBL

As notified in Announcement A11132 revised 1 February 2012, CBL will include equities as eligible for lending in both the ASL and the ASLplus Programme, leading to enhanced reporting.

Key features

ASL and ASLplus reporting will be enhanced so as to support non-fixed income information.

Customer benefits

The inclusion of equities is a significant enhancement of our Global Liquidity and Risk Management Hub and offers increased opportunities for our customers.

Detailed information

Customers will be able to lend and/or borrow equities via our ASL and ASLplus Programmes. Highlighted below are the main reports that are impacted. For details on all reporting, please refer to the relevant connectivity user guides.

Securities Financing Collateral Report (lenders only)

The instrument type will be updated to support “Bond”, “Equity” and “Fund” in the principal part of the report as well as in the collateral section, if applicable.

Securities Lending and Borrowing Commissions Report

For each ASL and ASLplus loan

- The "instrument type" will allow one of the following descriptions “Bond”, “Equity” and “Fund”.
- The coupon/dividend requirement will be added (to the borrower’s report only).
- A “unit price” for equities and funds will replace the “bond price” for bonds where applicable.

It will be possible for ASLplus Loan Values to be expressed in EUR. Loans with the principal security denominated in USD will continue to have their Loan Value expressed in USD.

The daily fees for the loans will then accrue in the Loan Value’s currency. Only at month end will the accrued fees be converted to the billing currency [EUR].
Creation via SWIFT

MT564 Income Pre-Advice Report (IPAR)
Income payments (that is, coupons and dividends) and capital repayments related to Securities Lending and Borrowing currently reported in field :19B: Entitlement Amount (ENTL) of the Cash Movements section will now be reported under Market Claim (MKTC). Please refer to the MT564 IPAR section of the Creation via SWIFT User Guide.

MT567 Corporate Action Status and Processing Advice
Three additional reasons will be reported:
Instruction quantity exceeds settled balance due to ON LOAN position, if the account holdings do not increase within the next five business days, your instruction will be rejected. If the event deadline falls within this time frame, the instruction will be rejected at the set of deadline date and time:
:25D::IPRC//PEND
:24B::PEND//LACK
:70D::REAS//QUANTITY EXCEEDS SETTLED BALANCE DUE TO ON LOAN POSITION
Instruction was pending for 5 days and still LACK or deadline passed:
:25D::IPRC//REJT
:24B::REJT//LACK
:70D::REAS//INSTRUCTION REJECTED AFTER 5 DAYS OF INSUFFICIENT HOLDINGS
Borrower account attempts to instruct on borrowed position:
:25D::IPRC//REJT
:24B::REJT//SAFE
:70D::REAS//INSTRUCTION NOT ALLOWED ON THIS ACCOUNT.
CreationOnline

Income Pre-Advice Report (IPAR)

Income payments (that is, coupons and dividends) and capital repayments related to Securities Lending and Borrowing will now be reported under Market Claim.
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Corporate Action Post Release

Three additional reasons will be reported:

1. Instruction quantity exceeds settled balance due to ON LOAN position, if the account holdings do not increase within the next five business days, your instruction will be rejected. If the event deadline falls within this time frame, the instruction will be rejected at the set of deadline date and time.

2. Instruction was pending for 5 days and still LACK or deadline passed:

3. Borrower account attempts to instruct on borrowed position:
GSF Enhancements including CmaX reporting upgrade

As notified in Announcement A11149 revised 25 January 2012, changes will be implemented to Triparty Collateral Management Services (CmaX) leading to enhanced reporting and additional information about transaction details and allocated collateral. In addition, as notified in Announcement A12018 dated 20 January 2012, Clearstream Banking will launch a range of new, flexible services, giving customers the additional tools to optimise their collateral.

Our reporting has been updated to accommodate these changes (please refer to Announcement A11149 revised 25 January 2012, and the pre-issue version of the CmaX Connectivity Guide).

Key features

The enhancements that will be implemented can be categorised as follows:

- New reference data and trade information, including variable interest rates and the admission of an external price valuation;
- Finer granularity of data; for example, the number of decimal places displayed;
- Flexible interest payments;
- Own valuation service;
- Enhanced eligibility criteria;
- Auto-substitution for unmatched bridge instructions;
- Joint reporting/empty reporting options.

Detailed Information

Variable rate Repo

We will offer you the option to price triparty trades on a flexible basis, allowing you to peg your rates to the following money market benchmarks: EONIA, SONIA, LIBOR Overnight, LIBOR TomNext, EUREPO TomNext.

This will be handled on a fully-automated basis through our straight-through processing connectivity channels. Customers will be able to send one-off instructions upon trade initiation, quoting the reference rate and spread, leading to automatic processing and reporting.

Creation via SWIFT

**MT527 Triparty Collateral Instruction**

:92a: Pricing Rate

Option C can be used to specify the reference rate as follows:

:92C::PRIC//<benchmark rate>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Rate</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EONIA</td>
<td>:92C::PRIC//EONIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONIA</td>
<td>:92C::PRIC//SONIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RONIA</td>
<td>:92C::PRIC//RONIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBP LIBOR Overnight</td>
<td>:92C::PRIC//LIBOR O/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD LIBOR Overnight</td>
<td>:92C::PRIC//LIBOR O/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD LIBOR Overnight</td>
<td>:92C::PRIC//LIBOR O/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR LIBOR Overnight</td>
<td>:92C::PRIC//LIBOR O/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHF LIBOR Spot Next</td>
<td>:92C::PRIC//LIBOR T/N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MT558 Triparty Collateral Status and Processing Advice

Validation process(es) | MT558 fields -Sequence A2
--- | ---
Reference Rate is not supported. | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//REFERENCE RATE IS NOT SUPPORTED
Spread rate not applicable to Fixed rate Repo | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//SPREAD RATE NOT APPLICABLE TO FIXED RATE REPO
Repo rate is a mandatory field for Service type REPO. | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//REPO RATE IS MANDATORY FOR SERVICE TYPE REPO
Incorrect exposure currency for selected reference rate | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//INCORRECT EXPOSURE CURRENCY FOR SELECTED REFERENCE RATE
Variable rate do not apply to service type other than REPO | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//VARIABLE RATE DO NOT APPLY TO SERVICE TYPE OTHER THAN REPO
Change of reference rate is not allowed. | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//CHANGE OF REFERENCE RATE IS NOT ALLOWED
Spread Rate is missing | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//SPREAD RATE IS MISSING
Change rate from fixed rate to variable rate not allowed | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//EITHER CLOSING DATE OR PRICING RATE MUST BE AMENDED. NO CHANGE IDENTIFIED
Change rate from variable rate to fixed rate not allowed | :25D::IPRC//REJT<br>:70D::REAS//SPREAD RATE MISSING

MT569 Triparty Collateral and Exposure Statement

In Subsequence C1a, Transaction Details, the following format will be used to indicate the Benchmark Rate:

:92C::PRIC//<benchmark rate>

This will be followed by the Spread Rate, expressed as a percentage value, preceded by N if Negative. The rate will be included with the format:

:92A::RSPR//<spread>

In the absence of a spread, this field must report 0.
## Release Information

### Triparty Collateral Instructions Pre Release - List view

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer Instruction Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Instruction Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Exposure Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Receiver</th>
<th>Collateral Owner</th>
<th>Exposure Type</th>
<th>Collateral Account</th>
<th>Eligibility Baskets Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11226511</td>
<td>AUTO</td>
<td></td>
<td>BANK A</td>
<td>BANK B</td>
<td>TRI</td>
<td>BANK A1</td>
<td>WUSBP-J04L00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Triparty Collateral Instructions Post Release - Detailed view

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction Type</th>
<th>Input Media</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Reason Narrative</th>
<th>Principal Cash Amount</th>
<th>Fixed Rate (%)</th>
<th>Reference Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top-Up</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Settlement - Pending</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Triparty Collateral Instructions Post Release - List view

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer Instruction Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Instruction Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Exposure Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Receiver</th>
<th>Collateral Owner</th>
<th>Exposure Type</th>
<th>Collateral Account</th>
<th>Eligibility Baskets Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Triparty Collateral Exposure Summary - List view

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer Instruction Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Instruction Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Exposure Ref.</th>
<th>Collateral Receiver</th>
<th>Collateral Owner</th>
<th>Exposure Type</th>
<th>Collateral Account</th>
<th>Eligibility Baskets Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Flexible interest payments

We will better support your term repo activity by offering you the option of settling intermediate interest payments during the course of a transaction, rather than only paying out the full interest amount on closing date.

You can pre-assign fixed interest payment frequencies [daily, weekly, fortnightly, monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually] or send us a tailor-made payment schedule that can be further adjusted during the life of the trade.

Own valuation service

As neutral collateral management agent, Clearstream currently applies an independent in-house valuation of collateral securities across triparty contracts. From February 2012, you will have the option to apply your own valuation parameters [prices and/or margins], those of your counterparty or of a third-party data provider on selected contracts.

In addition, we offer you the choice between restricting collateral eligibility to those securities actually valued by the appointed party or opting for Clearstream default valuation as a fall-back option, when own valuation data is not available.

Creation via SWIFT

MT569 Triparty Collateral and Exposure Statement

In Subsequence C1a1A, Securities Details, the External Price Valuation will be indicated with the format:

:94B:PRIC/CEDE/BILA

CreationOnline

Triparty Collateral Exposure Principal Securities - List View

Triparty Collateral Exposure Cash & Securities - List view

Enhanced eligibility criteria

In response to customer demand, we will be introducing a new eligibility criterion, allowing you to exclude zero coupon and strips from selected triparty collateral management contracts.

Unmatched bridge instructions

You will be able to assign priority to specific bridge transactions in order to ensure that the securities will be substituted out of triparty and remain ineligible for collateral purposes until your instruction settles. By flagging a settlement delivery as a priority bilateral trade, you will be able to recall bonds for these trades early on during the day, even when your trade instruction is still unmatched.

Creation via SWIFT

MT542/3 Deliver free / against payment

:22F::COLE //COLN
Joint reporting options

To obtain an aggregate view of your triparty activity, you will be able to group existing reports across a number of participant short-codes, whether relating to your activity as collateral giver or collateral receiver. This will also meet particular business needs you may have, such as receiving a single report grouping your activity across multiple sub-funds.
3. Custody

Proxy voting

Clearstream enhanced proxy voting service via ISS

Whilst we will implement improvements to the basic direct Clearstream service, customers accessing the Clearstream enhanced proxy voting service via ISS will be able to benefit fully from the premium features, including:

- ProxyExchange™ online portal, that offers a simple way to exercise voting rights and also a range of flexible reporting options, offering customisation by data parameters, format, frequency and method of receipt;
- Only blocking where it is a market and/or issuer requirement to do so;
- Improved domestic instructing deadlines (on average by 10 hours);
- Split and partial voting functionality;
- Multiple standing instruction options;
- Customisable alerts on a “push” or “pull” basis, including for consent fees and dissenter’s rights;
- Power of attorney management with reminder issuance;
- Full agenda documents by default through the ProxyExchange™ platform for free;
- Entrance cards ordering.

Enhanced Proxy Voting accessibility within CreationOnline

Customers that have subscribed to the Clearstream Custody services will find a direct link to the ProxyExchange™ web page under the Custody module in the CreationOnline navigator.
Enhanced reporting of Meeting events within CreationOnline

The Corporate Action Reference Data report will be enhanced to contain notifications relating to the Extra Ordinary Meetings (XMET), General Meetings (MEET) and Court Meetings (CMET). All three meeting event types (XMET, MEET and CMET) will also be available in the Urgent Uninstructed Notifications Report.

Both reports can be scheduled through CreationOnline and are available in three different formats: XML, PDF and ISO 15022. The specific event types can be selected in the report scheduling options.

Continuation of a basic direct Clearstream service

In order to assist customers who may not be able to subscribe to the enhanced service by launch date and to allow more time for transition if required, we have taken the decision to retain a basic service capability.

Leveraging our partnership with ISS, the notification quality delivered through the basic direct Clearstream service will experience some improvements including:

- MT564 meeting notifications with full SWIFT qualifiers for all meetings where Clearstream offers proxy voting services;
- Summary resolution details with options;
- The notifications will be based on a combination of ISS’ multiple source data and Clearstream’s network information, delivered in status “confirmed”.

MT564 Corporate Action Notification

Leveraging our partnership with ISS, we are pleased to announce some improvements to the notification quality delivered through the basic direct Clearstream service, including:

- MT564 notifications with full SWIFT qualifiers for all meetings where Clearstream offers proxy voting services;
- The notifications will include summary resolution details with options;
- The notifications will be based on a combination of ISS’ multiple source data and Clearstream’s network information, delivered in status “confirmed”;
- Ability to instruct via MT565 or CreationOnline.

From 27 February 2012, notifications provided through the basic direct Clearstream service will be charged.

Cutover

During cutover, from 25 to 27 February, all customers will receive cancellation messages for pending meeting events previously announced by Clearstream.

Customers who subscribe to the enhanced proxy voting service or retain the basic service will receive new MT564 meeting event notifications from ISS or Clearstream, respectively.

Additional information

A subscription pack with all of the necessary information required to take up the Clearstream enhanced proxy voting service via is currently available in the Information Centre on our website under Custody/Proxy Voting.

Customers not wishing to avail themselves of either service (Clearstream enhanced service via ISS or the basic direct Clearstream service) have the option to deselect MEET and XMET notifications through their CreationOnline Subscription.

Non-CreationOnline users must instruct by authenticated message to CBL for the attention of Customer Services to deselect these message types.
If you have any questions on the process of migration to the enhanced proxy voting service please contact your Relationship Officer.

From 1 March 2012, meeting notifications provided through reports in CreationOnline or the basic direct Clearstream service will be charged. For details please refer to our fee schedule valid from 1 March 2012.
4. Cash

Enhancement to the Automatic Foreign Exchange Service

As notified in Announcement A12022, dated 27 January 2012 Clearstream Banking will enhance the Automatic Foreign Exchange (Automatic FX) Service to provide greater flexibility in automated cash management.

Service description

Current service

The Automatic FX service enables customers to automatically convert cash debited or credited from the currencies the initial transaction occurs in to a single base currency.

There are four types of transactions that can be included in the service. The customer can include one, or any combination of the following four transaction types in their Automatic FX service:

1. Interest and Dividends Payments
2. Redemptions
3. Interest debit/credit

The parameters of the service (that is, the currencies to be included, the base currency, and the transaction types that will be automatically converted) are defined at the account level. Only one set of parameters can be defined per account.

Example:

A customer uses the Auto FX Service for interest and dividend payments.

A customer receives two dividend payments: one in HKD, the other in CAD.

The customer has chosen to include HKD, SGD, CZK and HUF in the service and convert them to a base currency of EUR. CAD and all other currencies are not included in the service.

The payment made in HKD is automatically converted into EUR. The payment made in CAD is not converted and remains in CAD.

Enhanced service

The new service makes it possible for each different currency included in the service to be converted into a different base currency. All other aspects of the service remain the same.

- Only one list of currencies to and the base currencies they will be converted to can be defined per account
- Only one base currency can be assigned to each currency included in the service
- The relationship between the transaction currency and the base currency will apply to all transaction types included in the Automatic FX service (that is, it is not possible to define one list of FX currencies and corresponding base currencies for interest and dividend payments, and a separate list of FX currencies with different corresponding base currencies for redemptions)
- Customers will continue to have the option to select only a limited set of currencies to include in the service. Like today, any currencies that are not included in the service will not be automatically converted.
- The eligible FX Currencies will remain the same. Please refer to the Customer Handbook for a complete list of eligible currencies.
The choice of base currencies will include all FX Currencies except:
  Indonesian Rupiah [IDR], Malaysian Ringgit [MYR], Russian Ruble [RUB] and Thai Baht [THB]

Example:

A customer uses the Auto FX Service for interest and dividend payments and redemptions.
The customer receives three dividend payments: one in HKD, one in HUF and the third in CAD.
The customer receives two redemptions: one in CZK and one in CAN.
The customer has chosen to include HKD and SGD and convert them to a base currency of USD.
The customer has chosen to include CZK and HUF and convert them to a base currency of EUR. CAD
and all other currencies are not included in the service.
The dividend payment made in HKD is automatically converted into USD. The payment made in HUF is
automatically converted into EUR. The payment made in CAD is not converted and remains in CAD.
The redemption made in CZK is automatically converted into EUR. The redemption made in CAD is not
converted and remains in CAD.

Impact on customers

There will be no impact on customers that currently use the service and do not wish to make any
changes to their current set-up. No action is required to continue the service with the current set-up
and the current service will remain uninterrupted.

Customers that wish to sign up for the Automatic Foreign Exchange Service and customers that already
use the service and would like to take advantage of the new flexibility must complete a new Automatic
Foreign Exchange Service Application Form. This form will be updated, on the effective date, to reflect
the enhancement to the Service and can be downloaded from the Information Centre on the
Clearstream website, under Customer Information / Clearstream Banking Luxembourg - Customer
Information / Account opening forms.

Once the service is set up, customers are requested to contact Customer Services to obtain information
related to the current status of the Auto FX service, such as which transactions the service applies to,
the currencies that have been included in the service and the base currency assigned to each currency.
5. Connectivity

CreationOnline

CreationOnline has been enhanced with new features.

Key features

- Link Corporate Actions Notifications and Confirmations to US Tax payments;
- Enriched information in the detailed view of Securities Post Release for settlement instructions withheld due to undistributed issue;
- New feature “Export selected items details” for Securities and Cash modules;
- Enhanced feature “Export selected item details” for Custody module;
- Enhanced feature “Print selected items details” for Securities Allegements;
- Enhanced feature “Dashboard - Securities”.

Customer benefits

- Increased operational efficiency,
- Enhanced quality of information available in CreationOnline.

Detailed information

Link Corporate Actions Notifications and Confirmation to US tax payments

From the CA notifications queries and CA confirmation modules, customers will be able to use the “link” function to the US TAX module for those income payments that have to be reported to the IRS agency. This new functionality will enable quick and efficient cross-references between notifications, confirmations and tax information for income payments to be included in the 1042-S report.
Enriched information in the detailed view of Securities Post Release for settlement instructions withheld due to undistributed issue

The detailed view of Securities post-release has been enhanced to display multiple reason narratives should a settlement instruction be withheld due to undistributed issue while being in security provision status.

The enhancement will increase the operational efficiency when monitoring pending trades as clients will receive the most relevant and updated statuses of their security instructions.

New feature “Export selected items details” for Securities and Cash modules of CreationOnline

Customers will be able to export in CSV format all the information contained in the detailed view of securities and cash instructions in order to increase their back office efficiency.

Enhanced feature “Export selected item details” for Custody module of CreationOnline

The functionality has been upgraded in order to export in CSV format all the information available in the detailed view. This includes the full content as well as all additional text or narrative for IPAR, CA Notifications and CA Confirmations.

Enhanced feature “Print selected items details” for Securities Allegements

The functionality currently available for Securities Post Release instructions has been expanded to the Securities Allegements. Customers may now print all details of selected Securities Allegements in one single operation.

Enhanced feature “Dashboard - Securities”

In the Dashboard for Securities, the content of the Failing instructions will now also include Matched instructions with a Requested Settlement date earlier than the next possible Effective Settlement date.
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6. Issuance and Settlement

The International Securities Market Advisory Group (ISMAG) adherence to the Market Framework is now visible in Codelist and CreationOnline. Customers will be able to see, at a glance, that the Issuer wishes to improve the quality of their issuance documentation and its linked asset servicing processes.

Background

The ICSDs launched a new market framework to foster market adherence to the ISMAG recommendations.

This framework has been developed to:

- Improve market performance, service quality and reduce risks in the issuance and servicing of international securities,
- Increase market transparency for investors and issuers.

Issuers and their agents have the opportunity to voluntarily acknowledge their adherence to the Market Practice Group (MPB) recommendations by providing the respective Letter of Representation (LoR) to both ICSDs.

Effective adherence and compliance to MPB recommendations will be monitored by a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) against pre-defined benchmarks.

Clearstream will now offer customers two options to retrieve information on ISMAG adherence.

Customer Benefits

Customers will be able to see, at a glance, that the Issuer wishes to improve the quality of their issuance documentation and its linked asset servicing processes. Further, the Issuer continues to be engaged with both ICSDs to improve asset servicing quality in the international (Eurobonds) market.

For more information about ISMAG and associated reference materials, for the Market Framework and the Adherence criteria, please refer to our dedicated webpages.
Release Information

Detailed Information

Customers will be able to find information about ISMAG Adherence in Codelist on the Clearstream website and in Reference Data in CreationOnline.

From Clearstream’s website online Reference Data “Codelist” function customers will be able to identify, by means of the new ISMAG indicator, when an Issuer has committed their adherence to the standards and market framework set out in the International Securities Market Advisory Group (“ISMAG”).

1. Access the Codelist website: http://codelist.clearstream.com
2. Choose Issuer ISMAG Adherence search
3. Complete the search criteria for an ISMAG Adherence search.
**CodeList**

**Issuer ISMAG Adherence**

Please enter your search criteria in the fields below. To search on a range of issuers, the wildcard character * may be used in fields marked with (*).

Download facilities are available on the next pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(*) Issuer Name:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO Country Code (ISO):</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISMAG Adherence:</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The possible values for the search field, ISMAG Adherence, are:

Adherent Issuer: ISMAG Adherent Issuer (blanket Letter) - applicable to all issues and programs.
Adherent Issuer for some programs only: ISMAG Adherent Issuer (Program Letter) - applicable to programs only, a flag at the program level will indicate if the program adheres to this market discipline or not.
Non Adherent Issuer: No LoR received or letter has been revoked by the Issuer.
Failed Issuer: ISMAG Adherent Issuer that has failed to comply with the LoR and MPB requirements.
Any: Returns any of the above criteria

4. View the results of the search:
Securities Database

In the Securities Database, it is possible to search for securities with the following criteria in the ISMAG Adherence field:

YES  ISMAG Adherent Issuer for the specified issue [normally automatically cascaded down from the institution or program values]
NONE No LoR received for the instrument or the letter has been revoked by Issuer.
FAILED ISMAG Adherent Issuer, that has failed to comply with the LoR and MPB requirements.
EXEMPT Issue exempted

CodeList

Securities Database

Please enter your search criteria in the fields below. To search on a range of securities, the wildcard character * may be used in the fields marked with (*)

Download facilities are available on the next pages.

(*) Common Code: 
(*) ISIN: 
(*) Name: 
Nominal Currency (ISO): Any
(*) Coupon Rate: (use period as decimal sign)
Security Physical Form: Any
Instrument Category: Any
CFF Qualified: Any
Depository/CSP: Any
Safekeeper/CSK: Any
Market: Any

CSO Of Issuance: 
ISMAG Adherence: YES

Only Issues Expiring: before: 17 February 2012
Instrument Creation Date: from: 17 February 2012 to: 17 February 2012
Redemption Date: from: 17 February 2012
Release Information

CreationOnline

The result of a Financial Instrument Query in CreationOnline will indicate if a particular issue has adhered to the new quality framework.

1. Perform a Reference Data, Financial Instrument query with the desired criteria.
2. View the details of the instrument.

A new field ISMAG Adherence indicates if a particular issue has adhered to new framework. The four possible values are:

YES ISMAG Adherent Issuer for the specified issue (normally automatically cascaded down from the institution or program values)

NONE No LoR received for the instrument or the letter has been revoked by Issuer.

FAILED ISMAG Adherent Issuer, that has failed to comply with the LoR and MPB requirements.

EXEMPT Issue exempted
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